June 2017 Progress
Work Completed, Week Ending 6/30/17:













Continued installing beams, girts and bracing along building perimeter.
Continued pretension of bolts.
Checked column plumb.
Continued accepting deliveries of roof beams and bracing.
Continued installing storm sewer.
Performed grading and testing in the wash rack and apron areas.
Undercut the elevator pit to remove sediment deposition.
Poured piers.
Continued installation of electrical conduit in north parking lot and along entrance road.
Began chipping columns to investigate anchor bolts damaged by fallen columns.
Held asphalt pre-paving meeting.
Held concrete pre-paving meeting.

Work Completed, Week Ending 6/23/17:






Experienced delays due to rain and lightning.
Continued installing storm sewer between pipe.
Pressure washed steel.
Performed minimal grading in the wash rack and apron areas.
Performed dewater activities.

Work Completed, Week Ending 6/16/17:










Experienced delays due to rain and lightning.
Continued receiving deliveries of low bay steel.
Continued bolting high bay steel.
Performed bolt testing.
Continued installing storm sewer between pipe between structures.
Electrician continued installing conduit in north parking lot and along entrance road.
Continued grading in the wash rack and apron areas.
Performed maintenance of silt fence.
Continued dust control with water truck.

Work Completed, Week Ending 6/9/17:









Continued bolting high bay steel and installing purlins and braces.
Began receiving deliveries of low bay steel.
Continued installing storm sewer.
Wrecked forms, backfilled and compacted around footers in the administrative building area.
Electrician continued installing conduit in north parking lot and along entrance road.
Performed grading in the apron area.
Performed maintenance of silt fence.
Continued dust control with water truck.

Work Completed, Week Ending 6/2/17:








Continued bolting high bay steel and installing purlins.
Poured remaining interior spread footings, except for elevator pit.
Continued backfilling around apron storm structures and pipes.
Continued installing storm pipe.
Electrician continued installing conduit.
Performed maintenance of silt fence.
Continued dust control with water truck.

